Frequently one wants to extend the use of a classification method that in principle requires records with True/False values, so that records with rational numbers can be processed. In such cases, the rational numbers must first be replaced by True/False values before the method may be applied. In other cases, a classification method in principle can process records with rational numbers directly, but replacement by True/False values improves the performance of the method. The replacement process is usually called discretization or binarization. This paper describes a recursive discretization process called Cutpoint. The key step of Cutpoint detects points where classification patterns change abruptly. The paper includes computational results where Cutpoint is compared with entropy-based methods, which to-date have been found to be the best discretization schemes. The results indicate that Cutpoint is preferred by certain classification schemes, while entropy-based methods are better for other classification methods. Thus, one may view Cutpoint to be an additional discretization tool that one may want to consider.
INTRODUCTION
One often desires to apply classification methods that in principle require records with True/False values to records that besides True/False values contain rational numbers. For ease of reference, we call rational number entries rational data and refer to True/False entries as logic data. In such situations, a discretization process must first convert the rational data to logic data. Discretization is also desirable in another setting. Here, a classification method in principle can process records with rational numbers directly, but its performance is improved when the rational data are first converted to logic data. This paper describes a method called Cutpoint for the discretization task and compares its effectiveness with that of entropy-based methods, which presently are considered to be the best discretization schemes.
Define nominal data to be elements or subsets of a given finite set. In [Bartnikowski et al., 2004] , an earlier version of Cutpoint is described and used for the transformation of some cases of nominal data to logic data. Specifically, the nominal data are first converted to rational data, which are then transformed to logic data by Cutpoint.
We focus here on the following case. We are given records of two training classes A and B that have been randomly selected from two populations A and B, respectively. We want to derive a classification scheme from the records of A and B. Later, that scheme is to be applied to records of A − A and B − B.
For the purpose of a simplified discussion in this section, we assume for the moment that the records have no missing entries. That restriction is removed in Section 2.
Abrupt Pattern Changes and Cutpoint
Generally, the discretization may be accomplished by the following, wellknown approach. One defines for a given attribute k ≥ 1 breakpoints and encodes each rational number of the attribute by k True/False values where the jth value is True if the rational number is greater than the jth breakpoint, and is False otherwise. The selection of the k breakpoints requires care if the records of A − A and B − B are to be classified with good accuracy.
A number of techniques for the selection of the breakpoints have been proposed. Subsections 1.4-1.6 give a review. Suffice it to say here that the most effective methods to-date are based on the notion of entropy. In these methods, the breakpoints are so selected that the rational numbers of a given attribute can be most compactly classified by a decision tree as coming from A or B. In contrast, Cutpoint is based on a different goal. Recall that the records of the sets A and B are presumed to be random samples of the populations A and B. Taking a different viewpoint, we may view each record of A − A and B − B to be a random variation of some record of A or B, 2. respectively. The goal is then to select the breakpoints so that these random variations largely leave the True/False values induced by the breakpoints unchanged.
Cutpoint aims for the stated goal by selecting breakpoints called markers that correspond to certain abrupt changes in classification patterns, as follows. First, for a given attribute, the rational numbers are sorted. Second, each value is labeled as A or B depending on whether the value comes from a record of A or B, respectively. For the sake of a simplified discussion, we ignore for the moment the case where a rational number occurs in both a record of A and a record of B. Third, each entry with label A (resp. B) is assigned a class value of 1 (resp. 0). Fourth, Gaussian convolution is applied to the sequence of class values, and the midpoint between two adjacent entries where the smoothed class values change by the largest amount, is declared to be a marker.
For example, if the original sorted sequence, with class membership in parentheses, is . . ., 10.5(A), 11.7(A), 15.0(A), 16.7(A), 19.5(B), 15.2(B), 24.1(B), 30.8(B), . . ., then the sequence of class values is . . ., 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . .. Note the abrupt transition of the subsequence of 1s to the subsequence of 0s. When a Gaussian convolution with small standard deviation σ is performed on the sequence of class values, a sequence of smoothed values results that exhibits a relatively large change at the point where the original sequence changes from 1s to 0s. If this is the largest change for the entire sequence of smoothed class values, then the original entries 16.7(A) and 19.5(B), which correspond to that change, produce a marker with value (16.7 + 19.5)/2 = 18.2.
Evidently, a large change of the smoothed class values corresponds in the original sorted sequence of entries to a subsequence of rational numbers mostly from A followed by a subsequence of numbers mostly from B, or vice versa. We call such a situation an abrupt pattern change. Thus, markers correspond to abrupt pattern changes.
We differentiate between two types of abrupt pattern changes. We assume, reasonably, that an abrupt change produced by all records of the populations A and B signals an important change of behavior and thus should be used to define a True/False value. The records of the subsets A and B may exhibit portions of such pattern changes. We say that these pattern changes of the records of A and B are of the first kind . The records of A and B may also have additional abrupt pattern changes that do not correspond to abrupt pattern changes in the records of the populations A and B. This is particularly so if A and B are comparatively small subsets of the populations A and B, as is typically the case. We say that the latter pattern changes are of the second kind .
There is another way to view the two kinds of pattern changes. Suppose we replace records r of A B by recordsr of (A − A) (B − B), respectively, wherer is similar to r. Then abrupt pattern changes of the first (resp. second) kind produced by the records r likely (resp. unlikely) are abrupt pattern changes produced by the recordsr.
There is a third interpretation. Suppose we extract from the sorted sequence of numerical values just the A and B labels. For example, the above sequence . . ., 10.5(A), 11.7(A), 15.0(A), 16.7(A), 19.5(B), 15.2(B), 24.1(B), 30.8(B), . . . becomes . . ., A, A, A, A, B, B, B, B, . . .. We call this a label sequence. Then for an abrupt pattern change of the first (resp. second) kind, the random substitution of records r by recordsr is unlikely (resp. likely) to change the label sequence.
Cutpoint relies on the third interpretation in an attempt to distinguish between the two kinds of pattern changes, as follows. The method estimates the probability that A or B is selected in label sequences of abrupt pattern changes of the second kind, by assuming p = |A|/(|A| + |B|) (resp. q = |B|/(|A|+|B|)) to be the probability for the label A (resp. B) to occur. Then the standard deviation of the Gaussian convolution process is so selected that the following is assured. Suppose there is at least one abrupt pattern change that according to the probabilities p and q has low probability and thus is estimated to be of the first kind. Then the largest change of the smoothed class values and the associated marker tends to correspond to one such abrupt pattern change. Informally, one may say that the standard deviation σ is so selected that marker positions corresponding to abrupt pattern changes of the first kind are favored.
Cutpoint has been added to the version of the Lsquare method of [Truemper, 2004] , which is based on prior versions of [Felici and Truemper, 2002] and [Felici et al., 2004] . Lsquare computes DNF (disjunctive normal form) logic formulas from logic training data. Cutpoint initially determines one marker for each attribute of the original data as described above. Let the transformation of A and B via these markers produce sets A and B . If A and B cannot be separated by logic formulas, then Cutpoint recursively determines additional markers. The Cutpoint/Lsquare combination is so designed that it does not require user specification of parameters or rules except for a limit on the maximum number of markers for any attribute. To-date, that maximum has been fixed to 6 in all tests, and that limit likely is appropriate in general.
Computational Results
To-date, we have used Cutpoint in conjunction with Lsquare in a variety of projects such as credit rating, video image analysis, and word sense disambiguation. In each case, Cutpoint has proved to be effective and reliable.
We also have compared the performance of Cutpoint with that of two entropy-based methods that differ by the subdivision selection and termination criterion. In one of the method, the criterion is the clash condition of Cutpoint introduced later. We refer to this method as Entropy CC. For the other method, the criterion is the so-called Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [Dougherty et al., 1995] . Accordingly, we refer to that method as Entropy MDL.
For the comparison, we applied Cutpoint and the two entropy-based methods to a number of data sets, and processed the resulting logic data by four classification algorithms. The latter schemes were so chosen that classification by decision trees, naive Bayes methods, support vector machines, and learning logic methods were represented. Note that we do not claim that each of the selected classification methods should use discretization as a preprocessing step. But if one decides to use such preprocessing, then the results indicate the following. Entropy MDL is preferred for decision tree methods and support vector machines, while Cutpoint is preferred for learning logic methods and Naive Bayes methods. Also, Entropy CC is dominated by Cutpoint and Entropy MDL. These general conclusions are based on average performance results. For specific data sets, preference can be quite different. Thus, if one needs highest possible accuracy for a given situation, one should try all three schemes and select the one performing best.
Optimized Classification
The above results apply only to the situation where costs of obtaining attribute data for records need not be considered. When such costs are present, Cutpoint, Entropy CC and Entropy MDL must be modified. For Cutpoint, the needed adjustments are discussed toward the end of the paper.
In the remainder of this section, we review prior work on discretization.
Entropy-Based Approaches
The concept of entropy, as used in information theory, measures the purity of an arbitrary collection of examples [Mitchell, 1997] . Suppose we have two classes of data, labeled N and P . Let n be the number of N instances, and define p to be the number of P instances. An estimate of the probability that class P occurs in the set is p/(p + n), while an estimate of the probability that class N occurs is n/(p + n). Entropy is then estimated as
Another value, called gain, indicates the value of separating the data records on a particular attribute. Let V be an attribute with two possible values. Define p 1 (resp. n 1 ) to be the number of P (resp. N ) records that contain one of the two values. Similarly, let p 2 (resp. n 2 ) be the number of P (resp. N ) records that contain the second value. Then
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In generating decision trees, for example, the attribute with the highest gain value is used to split the tree at each level.
The simplest approach to discretization is as follows. Assume that each record has a rational attribute, V . The records are first sorted according to V , yielding rational values v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k . Thus, for each pair of values, v i and v i+1 , the average of the two can be computed, indicating a potential marker to separate the P records from the N records. For each possible marker, the associated gain can be computed. The highest gain indicates the best marker that separates the two classes of data [Quinlan, 1986] . The method has been further developed to separate rational data into more than just two classes. In Irani, 1992, 1993] , a recursive heuristic for that task is described. The multi-interval technique first chooses a marker giving minimal entropy. It then recursively uses the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle to determine whether additional markers should be introduced.
Another concept, called minimum splits, is introduced in [Wang and Goh, 1997] . Minimum splits minimize the overall impurity of the separated intervals with respect to a predefined threshold. Although, theoretically, any impurity measurement could be used, entropy is commonly chosen. Since many minimum splits can be candidates, the optimal split is discovered by searching the minimum splits space. The candidate split with the smallest product of entropy and number of intervals is elected to be the optimal split.
Entropy-based methods compete well with other data transformation techniques. In [Dougherty et al., 1995] , it is shown not only that discretization prior to execution of Naive Bayes decision algorithms can significantly increase learning performance, but also that recursive minimal entropy partitioning performs best when compared with other discretization methods such as equal width interval binning and Holte's 1R algorithm [Holte, 1993] . More comparisons involving entropy-based methods can be found in [Kohavi and Sahami, 1996] , which demonstrates situations in which entropy-based methods using the MDL principle slightly outperform error-minimization methods. The error-minimization methods used in the comparison can be found in [Maass, 1994] and [Auer et al., 1995] . For information regarding the performance of entropy-based methods for learning classification rules, see [An and Cercone, 1999] .
Bottom-Up Methods
Bottom-up methods initially partition the data set, then recombine similar adjacent partitions. The basic method is introduced in [Srikant and Agrawal, 1996] . Major problems are low speed and bloating of the produced rule set. To offset long execution times, the number of intervals must be reduced. Uninteresting excess rules may be pruned using an interest measure. Data clustering has been used [Miller and Yang, 1997 ] to generate more meaningful rules. Yet another approach to merging related intervals is used in the so-called contrast set miner [Bay and Pazzani, 1999] . The use of one such machine, called STUCCO, is illustrated in [Bay, 2000] .
Other Approaches
Bayes' Law has also been utilized for discretization. [Wu, 1996] demonstrates one such method. In it, curves are constructed based upon the Bayesian probability of a particular attribute's value in the data set. Markers are placed where leading curves differ on two sides.
A number of investigations have focused on simultaneous analysis of attributes during the transformation process. [Dougherty et al., 1995] coin the term dynamic to refer to methods that conduct a search through the space of possible k values for all features simultaneously. For an example method, see [Gama et al., 1998 ].
Relatedly, publications tend to use the term multivariate with different interpretations. [Kwedlo and Krȩtowski, 1999] refer to a multivariate analysis as one that simultaneously searches for threshold values for continuous-valued attributes. They use such an analysis with an evolutionary algorithm geared for decision rule induction. [Bay, 2000] , however, declares that a multivariate test of differences takes as input instances drawn from two probability distributions and determines if the distributions are equivalent. This analysis maintains the integrity of any hidden patterns in the data.
[ Boros et al., 1997] explores several optimization approaches for the selection of breakpoints. In each case, all attributes of the records of the training sets A and B are considered simultaneously. For example, minimization of the total number of breakpoints is considered. The reference provides polynomial solution algorithms for some of the optimization problems and establishes other problems to be NP-hard. [Boros et al., 2000] describes a discretization method that is integrated into the so-called Logic Analysis of Data (LAD) method. In that setting, the discretization requires solution of a potentially large set covering problem. A heuristic method is employed to solve that problem approximately.
DEFINITIONS
We need a few definitions for the discussion of Cutpoint.
Unknown Values
At times, the records of A and B may be incomplete. Following [Truemper, 2004] , we consider two values that indicate entries to be unknown. They are Absent and Unavailable. The value Absent means that the value is unknown but could be obtained, while Unavailable means that the value cannot be obtained. Of course, there are in-between cases. For example, a diagnostic value could be obtained in principle but is not determined since the required test would endanger the life of the patient. Here, we force such in-between cases to be classified as Absent or Unavailable. For the cited diagnostic case, the choice Unavailable would be appropriate.
Another way to view Absent and Unavailable is as follows. Absent means that the value is unknown, and that this fact is, in some sense, independent from the case represented by the given record. On the other hand, Unavailable tells that the reason why the value is not known is directly connected with the case of the record. Thus, Unavailable implicitly is information about the case of the record, while Absent is not. This way of differentiating between Absent and Unavailable implies how irrelevant values are handled. That is, if a value is declared to be irrelevant or inapplicable, then this fact is directly connected with the case of the record and thus is encoded by the value Unavailable.
In prior work, the treatment of unknown values typically does not depend on whether the unknown value could be obtained. For example, the average value of the attribute is often used for missing values [Mitchell, 1997] . As another example, database methods such as SQL use NULL to represent unknown entries [Ramakrishnan and Gehrke, 2003 ]. In applications, we have found the distinction between Absent and Unavailable to be useful. For example, a physician may declare that it is unnecessary that a certain diagnostic value be obtained. In that case, we call the value irrelevant and encode it by assigning the value Unavailable. Conversely, if a diagnostic value is deemed potentially useful but is not yet attained, we assign the value Absent.
It is convenient that we expand the definition logic data and rational data so that Absent and Unavailable are allowed. Thus, logic data have each entry equal to True, False, Absent, or Unavailable, while rational data have each entry equal to a rational number, Absent, or Unavailable.
Records
A record contains any mixture of logic data and rational data. There are two sets A and B of records. Each record of the sets has the same number of entries. For each fixed j, the jth entries of all records are of the same data type. We want to transform records of A and B to records containing just logic data, with the objective that logic formulas determined by any appropriate method can classify the records correctly as coming from A or B.
Populations
Typically, the sets A and B come from populations A and B, respectively, and we want the transformations and logic formulas derived from A and B to classify the remaining records of A − A and B − B with high accuracy.
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DNF Formulas
A literal is the occurrence of a possibly negated variable in a logic formula. A disjunctive normal form (DNF) formula is a disjunction of conjunctions of literals. For example, (
The evaluation of DNF formulas requires the following adjustments when the values Absent and Unavailable occur. Let D be the DNF formula As an aside, prior rules on the treatment of unknown values effectively treat them as Absent. For example, the above evaluation of DNF formulas for Absent values is consistent with the evaluation of logic formulas of SQL for NULL values [Ramakrishnan and Gehrke, 2003 ].
Clash Condition
Suppose we desire classification by DNF formulas. Specifically, we want two DNF formulas of which one evaluates to True on the records derived from A and to False on the records derived from B, while the second formula achieves the opposite True/False values. We call these formulas separating. Note that the outcome Undecided is not allowed. That value may occur, however, when a DNF formula evaluates records of (A−A) ∪ (B−B). Effectively, a formula then votes for membership in A or B, or declares the case to be open. We associate with the vote for A and B a numerical value of 1 or −1, resp., and assign to the Undecided case the value 0. This rule is useful when sets of formulas are applied, since then the vote total expresses the strength of belief that a record is in A or B.
There is a simple necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the separating formulas. We call it the clash condition. For the description of the condition, we assume for the moment that the records of A and B contain just logic data. We say that an A record and a B record clash if the A record has a True/False entry for which the corresponding entry of the B record has the opposite True/False value or Unavailable, and if the B record has a True/False entry for which the corresponding entry of the A record has the opposite True/False value or Unavailable.
For example, let each record of A ∪ B have three entries x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 , and suppose that an A record is (x 1 = True, x 2 = Unavailable, x 3 = False) and that a B record is (x 1 = False, x 2 = True, x 3 = False). Then the entry x 1 = True of the A record differs from x 1 = False of the B record, and thus the two records clash. On the other hand, take the same A record, but let the B record be (x 1 = True, x 2 = Unavailable, x 3 = Unavailable). Then there is no True/False value in the B record for which the A record has the opposite True/False value or Unavailable, and thus the two records do not clash.
Define the clash condition to be satisfied by sets A and B containing only logic data if every record of A clashes with every record of B. The following theorem links the existence of separating DNF formulas and the clash condition. We omit the straightforward proof.
Theorem 2.1. Let sets A and B contain just logic data. Then two separating DNF formulas exist if and only if the clash condition is satisfied.
Let sets A and B of records be given. Define J to be the set of indices j for which the jth entries of the given records contain rational data.
Cutpoint recursively defines markers for the jth entries of the j ∈ J, where in each pass one marker is defined. It is convenient that we divide the description of the marker selection into two parts, which make up Sections 3 and 4. Section 3 covers the selection of the initial marker for an arbitrary j ∈ J. Section 4 deals with the case where an additional marker is to be found.
INITIAL MARKER
Let j ∈ J. We denote the rational numbers in jth position, sorted in increasing order, by z 1 ≤ z 2 ≤ · · · ≤ z N . For the moment, we ignore all Absent and Unavailable values that may occur in the jth position.
Class Values
We associate with each z i a class value v i that depends on whether z i is equal to any other z h , and whether z i is in a record of set A or B. Specifically, if z i is unique and thus not equal to any other z h , then v i is 1 (resp. 0) if the record with z i as jth entry is in A (resp. B). If z i is not unique, let H be the set of indices h for which z h = z i . Note that i ∈ H. Let H A (resp. H B ) be the subset of the h ∈ H for which z h is the jth entry of a record in set A 10.
(resp. B). If h ∈ H A (resp. h ∈ H B ), we say that z h produces a local class value equal to 1 (resp. 0). The class value v i is then the average of the local class values for the z h with h ∈ H. Thus,
The formula also covers the case of unique z i , since then H = {i} and either H A = {i} or H A = ∅ depending on whether the record with z i as jth entry is in A or B, respectively. For example, suppose z 1 = 2, z 2 = 5, and z 5 = 10 occur in records of set A, and z 3 = 7 and z 4 = 10 occur in records of set B. Since z 1 and z 2 are unique and occur in records of set A, we have v 1 = v 2 = 1. Similarly, uniqueness of z 3 and occurrence in a B record produce v 3 = 0. The values z 4 and z 5 are equal and exactly one of them, z 5 , occurs in a record of set A. Thus for both z 4 and z 5 , we have H = {4, 5} and H A = {5}, and by (3),
Recall that a marker corresponds to an abrupt change of classification pattern. In terms of class values, a marker is a value c where many if not all z i close to c and satisfying z i < c have high class values, while most if not all z i close to c and satisfying z i > c have low class values, or vice versa. We identify markers following a smoothing of the class values by Gaussian convolution, a much used tool. For example, it is employed in computer vision for the detection of edges in digitized images; see [Forsyth and Ponce, 2003 ].
Smoothed Class Values
Gaussian convolution uses the normal distribution with mean equal to 0 for smoothing of data. For completeness, we include the relevant formulas. For mean 0 and standard deviation σ ≥ 0, the probability density function of the normal distribution is
In our case, we always choose σ to be a positive integer. We cover the selection in a moment. For any integer g and the selected σ, let β g denote the probability that the random variable defined by f (y) falls into the open interval (g − 0.5, g + 0.5). Since g is the midpoint of the open unit interval (g − 0.5, g + 0.5), we have
The smoothing process uses the β g values to derive, from the class values v i , smoothed values v i by the formula
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The formula relies on the convention that each v i+g without defined value, that is, with i + g < 1 or i + g > N , is declared to be 0. For the values of σ of interest and for |g| ≥ 2σ + 1, the β g are sufficiently small that they can be ignored. That fact and the relation β g = β −g , for all g, allow us to simplify (6) for each actual computation to
The assumption of v i = 0 outside the known values v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N results in biased or, rather, unusable values v i values for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2σ and N − 2σ + 1 ≤ i ≤ N . As a consequence, we ignore these values and declare the remaining v i values usable.
Selection of Standard Deviation
We select the standard deviation σ via an analysis of classification patterns. Suppose we produce sequences made up of the letters A and B. We construct a given sequence by randomly selecting one letter at a time, choosing the letter A with probability p and the letter B with probability q = 1 − p. In the construction of a sequence, we begin with the sequence AB. For given k ≥ 1 and l ≥ 1, we adjoin k − 1 As in front of AB and l − 1 Bs behind AB. At this point, we have k As followed by l Bs. Finally, we add a B in front and an A at the end. What is the probability that such a sequence S is constructed from AB when we randomly select letters and add them first in front and then at the end, until a sequence of the described form is achieved. Since the initial sequence AB is given, the probability is
For m ≥ 1, consider the event E m where the above process constructs any S for which k ≥ m or l ≥ m. We add up the appropriate probabilities of (8) to get the probability α m that E m occurs. Using the fact that the sum of the probabilities of all possible cases is 1, that is,
we compute α m as
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Define the length of S to be the number of As and Bs minus 2, which is k + l. Effectively, we do not count the initial B of S and the final A of S. The expected length L of S is
Suppose we have a sequence T of N randomly selected As and Bs. What is the expected number of the above sequences S occurring in T ? For our purposes, a sufficiently precise estimate is
Of the expected number of sequences S occurring in T , the fraction of sequences that qualify for being sequences of event E m is approximately equal to α m . Thus, a reasonable estimate of the expected number of sequences of E m occurring in T , which we denote by K(N, m), is
Each S occurring in T is a potential case for a marker that corresponds to the point where k As transition to l Bs. We do not want markers to result from sequences S that likely have been produced by randomness. We try to avoid such choices as follows.
Suppose that, for some m ≥ 1, K(N, m) is approximately equal to 1. This implies that, on average, there is one sequence S of E m . Since α m of (10) decreases geometrically as m increases, such a sequence S of E m typically has not much more than m As or Bs, and any sequence S with larger number of As or Bs is very unlikely to occur. We use this fact as follows. We select a value m * ≥ 1 so that K(N, m * ) is as close to 1 as possible. Then we choose the standard deviation σ so that the sequence S with about m * As or Bs that we can expect to occur does not produce a marker if there is a sequence S with length significantly larger than m * . By the above arguments, the latter sequence S is unlikely to have been produced by randomness, and thus is likely due to a particular behavior of the values of the attribute under consideration. In terms of the discussion in the introduction, we estimate that we have an abrupt pattern change of the first kind.
We achieve the desired effect by selecting σ = m * . Indeed, that choice produces significant probabilities β g for g, m < g ≤ 2m, and these probabilities 13.
tend to smooth out the classification values v i associated with the As and Bs of all randomly produced sequences S.
When N is not large, certain boundary effects should be addressed. We describe the adjustment and then justify it. Instead of demanding that K(N, m * ) is close to 1, we ignore the first and last m * As and Bs of the sequence T , and require that K(N − 2m * , m * ) defined from
is as close to 1 as possible. We motivate the adjustment as follows. When Gaussian convolution is performed with σ = m * , the first smoothed class value is computed using the values v i of the 4σ+1 As and Bs at the beginning of T . Denote that subsequence by T . If the central 2σ + 1 As and Bs of T contain an S of some E m with m ≤ m * , then the class values of the As and Bs of any such S tend to be smoothed out. Thus, S is unlikely to result in a marker if a subsequence S with length greater than m * exists. We establish the probability p for (14) and compute m * as follows. We take p to be the fraction of the number of training records of class A divided by the total number of training records, and we find m * by dichotomous search. We note that, due to the symmetry of the formula K(N − 2m, m), the choice of m * implicitly also considers subsequences in which the roles of A and B are reversed. Table 1 shows σ as a function of N , for σ ≤ 10 and p = q = 0.5. There is an exceptional case where the selected σ must be reduced. As we argue shortly-see the discussion following (16)-we do not consider a marker between z i and z i−1 if v i = v i−1 . Thus, no marker can be placed if no i satisfies 2σ + 2 ≤ i ≤ N − 2σ and v i = v i−1 . If that case occurs, several corrective actions are possible. We have found that reduction of σ to 1 is a good choice. If for the reduced σ there still is no index i satisfying 14. 2σ + 2 ≤ i ≤ N − 2σ and v i = v i−1 , then we declare that no intervals should be created for the jth entry; as a consequence, we delete the jth entry from all records of A and B. Otherwise, we proceed with the reduced σ = 1.
For example, if N = 37, σ = 6, and v 13 = 1, v 14 = v 15 = · · · v 30 = 0, v 31 = 1, then no i satisfies 2σ + 2 = 14 ≤ i ≤ N − 2σ = 25 and v i = v i−1 . Thus, σ should be reduced to 1. For that value, both i = 14 and i = 31, and possibly other values of i, satisfy 2σ + 2 = 4 ≤ i ≤ N − 2σ = 35 and v i = v i−1 . Thus, σ = 1 should be used. On the other hand, let N = 37 and σ = 6 as before, but suppose v 1 = 1, v 2 = v 3 = · · · = v 35 = 0, v 36 = 1, v 37 = 0. For σ = 6, no i satisfies 2σ + 2 = 14 ≤ i ≤ N − 2σ = 25. Reduction of σ to 1 produces the same negative conclusion. Thus, no intervals should be created for the jth entries, and we delete these entries from all records of A and B.
Definition of Marker
Suppose we have selected σ as described above and have computed the smoothed class values v i . As we move along the sequence of usable values v i , the absolute difference δ i between adjacent v i−1 and v i ,
measures the abruptness with which class values change. We call δ i a difference value. The largest such value, say δ i * , produces a marker c between z i * −1 and z i * . That is, c = (
The selection rule for c requires a small adjustment due to a quirk that may be introduced by the convolution process. It is possible that, for the selected c, the corresponding original class values v i * −1 and v i * are equal. In case all z i are distinct, the values z i * −1 and z i * separated by c come both either from A records or from B records. If several z i are equal, more complex interpretations are possible. However, all of them reflect unattractive cases. To rule out all such situations, we restrict the selection of the difference values δ i * by considering δ i values only if v i = v i−1 . Thus,
If the maximum is attained by several i * , we pick one closest to N/2, breaking any secondary tie by a random choice. The next scheme summarizes the computation producing the initial marker c. The scheme also outputs the standard deviation σ of the convolution process since that information is needed later in another application of the algorithm. 
Algorithm INITIAL MARKER
* closest to N/2 and break any secondary tie by random choice. Define the marker c by c = (z i * −1 + z i * )/2. Output the marker c, the standard deviation σ, and the difference value δ * i .
ADDITIONAL MARKER
This section covers how one additional marker is selected, assuming that a certain collection of markers is already at hand. The procedure is invoked if the sets A and B derived from the sets A and B via the markers obtained so far do not satisfy the clash condition and thus cannot be fully separated.
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Critical Interval
The markers on hand define intervals of the rational line for each index j ∈ J, and these markers produce a transformation of A and B to A and B . Define such an interval to be critical if a properly chosen subdivision can lead to a transformation of A and B to, say, A and B such that A and B have more clashing pairs of records than A and B . Clearly, each critical interval is associated with a particular attribute j ∈ J, and all critical intervals are readily determined via the nonclashing pairs of records of A and B . We omit the obvious process. For each critical interval, we compute an additional marker using a method virtually identical to Algorithm INITIAL MARKER. Specifically, the input sets A and B of the algorithm are now the subsets A ⊆ A andB ⊆ B of records for which the values of the associated attribute j ∈ J falls into the critical interval.
The algorithm either outputs a marker together with the associated standard deviation σ and the difference value δ i * , or it declares that a marker cannot be found. In the latter case, we do not delete any attribute values from A and B, but instead record that the interval cannot be refined, and thus exclude it from further consideration.
When all critical intervals have been processed, two cases are possible. Either we have at least one additional marker, or no additional markers could be determined. In the latter case, the transformation process outputs A , B , the markers on hand, and the warning message "A and B cannot be fully separated," and then stops.
If at least one additional marker has been determined, we select one of them and proceed recursively as described above. The selection of the marker is based on a measure that considers the attractiveness of pattern change at the point of the marker and on the number of nonclashing pairs of records of A and B that determine the interval to be critical. The latter number is called the relevance count. We first discuss the attractiveness of the pattern change.
Attractiveness of Pattern Change
The attractiveness of a pattern change is based on a lower bound ε on the difference values δ i of (15) for certain label subsequences. Each such subsequence has, for some n ≥ 1 yet to be specified, k ≥ n + 1 As followed by l ≥ n + 1 Bs, and δ i is the difference value produced by the last A and the first B of the sequence. We establish a lower bound ε for δ i .
Theorem 4.1. Let a label sequence be given for which the original rational numbers z i are all distinct. For some n ≥ 1, let a label subsequence have k ≥ n + 1 As followed by l ≥ n + 1 Bs. Then ε = β 0 − 2β n+1 is a lower bound for δ i of (15).
Proof: Since δ i ≥ 0, the claim is trivial if β 0 − 2β n+1 ≤ 0. Hence we suppose that β 0 > 2β n+1 . Using the formula (7) for v i in the definition of δ i of (15), we have
Consider δ i produced by the last A and first B of the label sequence. Due to the k ≥ n + 1 As (resp. l ≥ n + 1 Bs) in the label subsequence, we have
. We use these class values in (18) and simplify to get
Since β 0 > 2β n+1 and, for all g ≥ 0, β g ≥ β g+1 , the right hand side of (19) is minimum if, for all g ≥ n + 1, we have v i+g = 1 and
If n is sufficiently large, then the label subsequence of Theorem 4.1 is quite unlikely to be a random occurrence. Thus, if the label subsequence does occur, we estimate that it corresponds to an abrupt pattern change of the first kind. Indeed, the discussion of Section 3 states that, as n grows beyond σ, the above conclusion tends to become valid. For example, n = 1.5σ is large enough for the desired conclusion, and we choose this value of n to compute the lower bound ε. Thus,
Let c be a marker, and define δ i * to be the change of smoothed class values corresponding to the marker c. To measure how likely the marker c corresponds to a pattern change of the first kind, we compare δ i * with ε. Specifically, if the ratio
is near or above 1, then we estimate that we likely have a pattern change of the first kind. Thus, the ratio δ i * /ε measures the attractiveness of the marker. We say that the marker c has attractiveness δ i * /ε.
Selection Of Marker
For each critical interval for which we have determined an additional marker, define the potential of the marker to be the product of the relevance count of the interval and the attractiveness of the marker. Letting γ and R denote the potential and relevance count, respectively, we have, for each marker, the potential γ as
We select the marker with highest potential, add that marker to the list of markers on hand, and proceed recursively as described earlier.
For example, suppose we have two critical intervals. For the first interval, we have σ = 6, N = 58, δ i * = 0.037, and R = 12. For σ = 6, we have ε = β 0 − 2β 1.5σ +1 = 0.035, and the potential is γ = Rδ i * /ε = 12(0.037/0.035) = 12.7. If the second critical interval has a smaller potential, then we refine the first interval. Suppose that for the first interval we have z i * = 17 and z i * −1 = 14. Then the new marker is p = (z i * −1 + z i * )/2 = (14 + 17)/2 = 15.5.
We summarize the selection process.
Algorithm ADDITIONAL MARKER Input: List of critical intervals. Output: Either: "No critical interval can be refined." or: Additional marker for one critical interval. Procedure:
1. For each critical interval, do Algorithm INITIAL MARKER where the input sets are the subsets A ⊆ A and B ⊆ B of records for which the value of the associated attribute j ∈ J falls into the critical interval. If the algorithm declares that no marker can be determined, remove the interval from the list of candidates.
2. If the list of critical intervals is empty, output "No critical interval can be refined," and stop.
3. For each critical interval, use the value δ i * and σ determined in Step 1 and the relevance count R to compute the potential γ = Rδ i * /(β 0 − 2β 1.5σ +1 ).
4. Select the critical interval with maximum potential. In case of a tie, favor the interval with larger number of z i values, and break any secondary tie randomly. Using i * of the associated δ i * , output the marker p = (z i * −1 + z i * )/2 for the selected interval, and stop.
CUTPOINT ALGORITHM
With Algorithms INITIAL MARKER and ADDITIONAL MARKER at hand, we are ready to describe the entire algorithm of Cutpoint.
We begin the scheme as follows. For each j ∈ J, we carry out Algorithm INITIAL MARKER and thus get either a marker, say c j , or conclude that a marker cannot be obtained. In the latter case, the attribute j is deleted from all records of A and B. For the reduced sets, which we again denote by A and B, we select a j ∈ J whose marker has the largest associated difference 19. value δ i * . We apply the transformation implied by that single marker and thus obtain sets A and B .
We test if A and B satisfy the clash condition. If this is not so, that is, if at least one record of A and one record of B do not clash, then we compute one additional marker with Algorithm ADDITIONAL MARKER, update the sets A and B accordingly, and proceed recursively. That is, we test if the sets A and B satisfy the clash condition, and so on.
The process stops either when A and B satisfy the clash condition, or when an additional marker cannot be determined. In the implementation of the method, we also stop introducing additional markers for a given j ∈ J when the number of markers reaches a specified maximum. In tests to-date, that limit has been set to 6, and this limit likely is appropriate in general.
When the recursive process terminates, some attributes j ∈ J may not have received any marker. Of course, one such marker was determined by Algorithm INITIAL MARKER in the initial part of Cutpoint, and we now assign that marker. Thus, each j ∈ J now has at least one marker. At this point, we have the desired collection of markers. We use them for one final update of the sets A and B .
We output the collection of markers and the associated sets A and B . If these sets do not satisfy the clash condition, we also output the warning message "A and B cannot be fully separated."
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Cutpoint has been used so far in a variety of projects including credit rating, video image analysis, and word sense disambiguation. In each of the numerous cases, Cutpoint has proved to be effective and reliable.
We also have compared Cutpoint with the two entropy-based methods Entropy CC and Entropy MDL described in Section 1.2.
For the comparison, we selected the following data sets of the UC Irvine repository of machine learning databases: heart, australian, hepatitis, horsecolic, boston housing, wisconsin breast, crx, haberman, ionosphere, pima, and spectf. Boston housing was run using the attribute median housing value with a cutoff point of $21,000. For both the heart and the crx databases, some attributes were treated as nominal.
In a 5-fold cross-validation approach, we used Cutpoint, Entropy CC, and Entropy MDL for discretization, and finally applied four classification schemes. The latter methods were chosen so that classification by decision trees, naive Bayes methods, support vector machines, and learning logic formulas were represented. For the first three cases we chose the version J4.8 of C4.5, the naive Bayes method, and the SMO support vector machine implemented by For the fourth method, we selected the Lsquare version of [Truemper, 2004] . We emphasize that we do not claim that discretization is needed or even desired for the first three classification methods. We do say that, if one contemplates a discretization preprocessing step followed by 20.
application of a classification method of one of the four types, then one may want to consider the results shown below. Note that the performance data should only be used for a comparison of Cutpoint, Entropy CC, and Entropy MDL, and not for evaluation of the classification methods. The reason is that each classification method almost certainly is not the best method of that type. For example, there are better commercial decision tree methods than C4.5, there are numerous ongoing developments concerning naive Bayes methods and support vector machines, and full implementation of Lsquare as conceived at present has not yet been accomplished.
From the results, we conclude the following. Based on the average per-formance, Cutpoint is the preferred approach for Naive Bayes and Lsquare, while Entropy MDL is best for C4.5 and the support vector machine. Furthermore, Entropy CC is dominated by Cutpoint and Entropy MDL.
When one examines the performance for individual data sets, then the preference is not clear-cut. For example, for Naive Bayes and Lsquare, Cutpoint is best for 7 of the 11 data sets. In the case of C4.5 and the support vector machine, Entropy MDL is best for 5 of the 11 data sets. Also, there are several cases where Entropy CC is better than Cutpoint and Entropy MDL. Thus, is one needs highest possibly accuracy for a given situation, and if sufficient time and data are available to estimate accuracy, then one should try all three discretization schemes and select the one performing best. It is interesting to compare the number of markers produced by the different methods, see Table 10 . Generally, Entropy MDL created fewer markers than either Cutpoint or Entropy CC. This is due to the fact that Cutpoint and Entropy CC add markers until separation is achieved, while Entropy MDL does not consider that criterion. An exception is the data set ionosphere, where Entropy MDL created 97 markers versus about 54 for Cutpoint and about 61 for Entropy CC.
Note that, for the heart and crx data sets, some of the markers come from some attributes with nominal entries. 24. 
Optimized Classification
The above results implicitly assume that costs for obtaining attribute values of records need not be considered. When such costs are important, the entire classification approach must be reconsidered. For the sake of discussion, we assume the setting described in [Truemper, 2004] , which is as follows.
Tests T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m are available to obtain attribute values. In particular, when test T j is performed, than a specified subset of attribute values is obtained. Each test T j carries a certain cost. In the general case, a test may produce rational, nominal, or logic data, except that the value Absent is not possible. On the other hand, the value Unavailable is allowed. A test produces that value if it has been determined that the attribute cannot or should not be obtained.
Classification of a record into one of the populations A and B is done as follows. Initially, some entries are given, and the remaining entries are equal to Absent. The classification method recursively decides if it should declare the record to be in A or B, or if it should carry out one of the tests to get additional entries. In the first case, the methods stops with the declaration that the record is classified into A or B. In the second case, the method selects a test, requests that the test be carried out, adds the new values to the record, and invokes recursion.
The goal is classification with an accuracy that is above a given lower bound, and that, subject to that condition, involves minimum or close-tominimum total cost of tests. We call any scheme that carries out the above recursive process and that achieves the desired goal an optimized classification process. At this time, it is largely open how the various classification methods in existence should be modified so that they can carry out optimized classification. For Lsquare, the solution via so-called optimized formulas is given in [Truemper, 2004] . We omit details here, but cover the adjustment needed for Cutpoint. Instead of enforcing at least one marker per attribute, we now require k markers, where k is a small positive integer. Then Lsquare is applied with the so-called optimized formula option. Typically, 1 ≤ k ≤ 6 is appropriate. The specific choice may be obtained by trying several values and selecting one so that so that the classification is sufficiently accurate and can be done at low total test costs. If such a trial-and-error process is not possible, k = 2 or k = 3 are likely to work well.
25.
SUMMARY
The paper introduces the Cutpoint method for discretization of rational data and compares the scheme with two entropy-based methods called Entropy CC and Entropy MDL. According to tests, Cutpoint seems best when the classification is done by Naive Bayes methods or learning logic methods, while Entropy MDL appears to be best for decision tree methods and support vector machines. The performance differences are fairly small so that, for specific cases, one may want to apply each of the three methods and select the one giving best results.
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